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Organizing
the New
Politics:
A Proposal
C(

. after flights from
Southern sheriff's,
after prison terms,
after losing jobs,
rejecting parentallysponsored careers,
after watching
innumerable new
beginnings collapse,
picking up the
pieces to try
once again, it is
maddening to watch
some Democratic Party
Johnny-come-lately
rhetorically espouse
the positions we
labored to establish
and garner the fruits
of all our seeding."
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VERY FOUR YEARS THE movement goes mad. We've been
through the pattern twice now.
It ought to be possible to see that there
is a pattern, and this time around to be
a little more creative. It would be nice
if we could say in 1973 what we could
not say, alas, in 1965 or 1969: that we
had thought out a rational strategy for
the presidential election year, as a result of which the movement was
stronger the year after the election than
it had been the year before.

HE MISSISSIPPI FREEDOM Democratic Party and the strategy of
demanding that MFDP rather
than regular Democratic Party delegates be seated at the national Democratic Party convention were conceived as devices for making visible
the Stone Age politics of the Deep
South. In the best sense they were publicity gimmicks. SNCC organizers
could not have cared less who sat for
Mississippi at that Atlantic City convention. They settled on the strategy as
a means of exposure.
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As is often the case with electoral
campaigns, however, what was conceived as a device came to seem more
and more real as "election day" (in
this case, convention time) approached.
State Democratic conventions in California, Wisconsin and New York endorsed the seating of MFDP delegates.
Soon at MFDP headquarters in Jackson, Mississippi there began to be talk
as to whether this tactic, or that speech,
might not alienate potential supporters
on the convention floor. Whether or
not the MFDP delegates were seated
came to seem, even to hardened SNCC
socialists, a test of the nation's sincerity.
There was a meeting one July evening on the grass outside a church in
Jackson where the question was put:
Who should be the MFDP lawyer?
Should it be a lawyer we know and
trust, like Bill Kunstler or Arthur Kinoy? No, answered Bob Momses, among
others, it should be someone like ADA
attorney Joseph Rauh, acceptable to
our hberal Democratic allies.
These compromises were not the
real problem, however. Rauh, as well
as Humphrey, Reuther, Rustin, Wilkins. Farmer, and Dr. King, were all
adequately unfrocked at the subsequent
convention. The convention action
went well as a scalpel for exposing the
nature of the Democratic Party. The
real problem occurred after the convention when, rather than returning to
local work, SNCC concentrated for
another year on an effort to have
MFDP Congresswomen seated in the
House of Representatives. Somehow a
tactic had been transformed into a
strategy.
None of this need have happened.
The MFDP precinct, county, and state
structures could have been fleshed out
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and turned into engines for multitactic agitation. What Stokely Carmichael later did in Lowndes County,
Alabama—organizing to elect a tax
assessor who would soak the plantations for revenue to build new schools
and hospitals—could have been done
all over Mississippi. Instead, despite
the fact that it had finally become possible to work there in relative safety,
SNCC organizers left the state.
Symbolic of the entire sequence of
events was this episode: In July 1965 a
call for draft resistance was sent out by
young black people in McComb, Mississippi, the town where SNCC's voter
registration work had started four years
earlier. SNCC organizer and M F D P
functionary Lawrence Guyot issued a
statement in Washington disavowing
the McComb initiative for fear that it
would alienate liberal congressmen
whose votes were needed to seat the
M F D P candidates.
The same movie was run through
again in 1968. No one can argue that
the convention action was ineffective.
But SDS destroyed itself by trying, until the Weatherman fiasco of October
1969, to duplicate what should have
been written off as a three-day triumph.
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HERE IS REASON IN THIS madness. A presidential election year
forces movement organizers to
confront the cumulative results of
their work. The power structure which
the movement seeks to overcome is national (and international) in scope. The
reason for patiently laboring to register voters in Ruleville, to build block
clubs in Newark, to find draft resisters
in San Jose, or to stimulate job action
in the Gary steel mills, is, after all, to
contribute to a national movement
strong enough to bring about changes
in capitalist society as a whole. Between presidential election years, the
organizer patiently adds his or her
"widow's mite" in faith that other organizers in other places are doing the
same thing. Every four years it becomes clear how few of those other
organizers there really are; how many
long since gave up the fight; how much
of one's own energy, ascetically confined to a single small arena for maximum effect, may in fact have been
wasted.
This shock of recognition is what

makes movement organizers do strange
things in election years.
Even though the forms of reaction
may in themselves be difficult to justify, there is a fundamental rationality
in the desire to be straight about whether we are really getting anywhere.
It is indeed maddening, after flights
from Southern sheriffs, after prison
terms, after losing jobs, rejecting parentally-sponsored careers, making lonely decision after lonely decision in the
hope of doing honorable work and
serving the general good, after watching innumerable new beginnings collapse, after picking up the pieces to
try once again, after learning that politics means brickbats both from within
and without the movement, and becoming hardened to this, and still going on; it is maddening after whatever
version of this each one of us has experienced to watch some Democratic
Party Johnny-come-lately rhetorically
espouse the positions we labored to establish and garner the fruits of all our
seeding.
This is what happens in presidential
election years. So long as there is no
multi-issue national movement presence. Democratic politicians will continue to benefit in this way from the
energy released by the movement at a
local level. And this is why, in presidential election years, the most patient
organizers find themselves plotting
apocalyptic super-events or planning
national parties which are expected to
come up in one night like magic mushrooms.
The quadrennial impulse to "go national" is accordingly a sane desire to
make up somehow for the movement's
impotence as a societal force. The question is whether the impulse can be disciplined so that it adds to, rather than
destroys, ongoing work among particular people in particular places.
I think it is clear that the movement
requires national organization, I think
it is better to recognize this, and then
try to make that national organization
accountable to a base, than to deny it
and have the repressed awareness of
the need erupt each four years like
volcanic lava. I think the next year or
two can and should see the rebuilding
of a national movement.
By what process should this happen? Let us consider three models: (1)

The formation of national "sectoral"
organizations which are then joined
into a coalition; (2) The creation of a
national electoral party; (3) The
building of a national chapter organization like the old SDS or the present
NUC but with a broader constituency.
URING THE PAST year-and-a-half
I helped to organize a coalition of community groups in
the Calumet Region of northern Indiana and south Chicago. The lessons of
this local experience, it appears to me,
can also be applied to a hypothetical
effort to build a national coalition.
The greater the degree to which the
"umbrella organization" is built from
pre-existing smaller organizations, the
greater the likelihood that it will be
ideologically flaccid and united only
in mechanical ways. The so-called national peace movement, for instance,
has existed for six years as an agency
for setting dates for one-shot demonstrations. Were it to undertake anything more ambitious, it would instantly fall apart.
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Pretty much the same thing is true
of the local organization I worked on,
the Calumet Community Congress. In
the time-honored manner of Alinsky
organizations, the CCC drew into its
founding congress the parish councils,
conservation clubs, and organized
what-nots of the community. That
founding congress was an impressive
affair: 1000 delegates from 5 organizations, the picket captain at the Memorial Day Massacre as chairman, a
stirring anti-corporate keynote speech
by one of Ralph Nader's associates.
When the dust had cleared, however,
the new organization soon gravitated
away from anti-corporate issues toward that staple of lowest-commondenominator politics, the corruption of
elected officials.
Thus, while it might seem more "organic" for a national multi-issue organization to evolve from pre-existing
single-issue organizations like the Medical Committee for Human Rights,
there are pitfalls in this scenario. Precedent is on the side of a different approach. SDS, for instance, did not
come into being as a coalition of student groups at Berkeley, Oberlin, Madison, and so on. These groups existed,
and took part in the creation, but as

one of the founding brothers put it to
me recently: "The people at the University of Michigan decided to have a
national organization."
Although this was an arbitrary way
for an organization to begin, it at least
offered something with a defined sense
of direction that people could join. If
chapter organizations are held accountable to their membership, they may be
more democratic than coalitions which
pull their constituent groups in directions which satisfy no one.
The most sensible approach, I think,
is for a national chapter organization
to start separately from existing singleissue (or single-constituency) structures,
but to concentrate programmatically
on issues neglected by these existing
groups. Thus a new national organization might choose not to work on
health at the outset, where MCHR was
already active, but to begin by concentrating on, say, taxes and prices, where
no Left organization is in the field.
Such an approach would permit old
and new organizations to live side-byside and hopefully grow together over
a period of time.
The program of a new organization
must lay out many specific kinds of action which participants can take. The
problem with electoral politics as a
way to begin an organization is that the
things it gives people to do—petitioning, speech-making, etc.—are so superficial. A party platform takes positions on issues rather than projecting
rank-and-file action on issues. A new
organization needs that kind of relation to its base, so that, when local
groups move into action, they begin to
think of themselves as chapters of the
national organization. Just so, after the
SDS-sponsored march against the Vietnam war in April 1965, student antiwar groups began to say to themselves:
"We must be SDS chapters."

L

ET ME GIVE SOME examples of
what I mean by "program" as
^ distinct from "platform." If
there is any one group of issues which
will carry a new movement into existence just as the Vietnam war gave
reality to SDS, it is the network of
job-wage-tax-and-price concerns which
newspeak commentators call "the economic issue."
President Nixon has just signalled
(Continued on Page 51)RAMPARTS 15
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o BE A PROSTITUTE, SO GOES THE bourgeois adjuration of female morality, is a fate worse than death.
A woman's virtue from time immemorial was, and
still remains, her only inherent right—certainly in
the not-too-distant past she had no legal ones—and once
stripped of that, slic was the same as dead. Rarely, if ever,
was the man's complicity equally condemned.
I had my own preconceptions about prostitution, shaped
only minimally by a middle-class upbringing—more
by
having seen too many Suzy Wong flicks and by the myths
surrounding Castro's liberation of the Havana whores. To
be sure, hookers all over the world are economic and sociological victims; but I felt this view to be too one-dimensional for a situation in a country of plenty—more specifically, in New York City where I did my reporting.
While any imbecile would agree that a prostitute is exploited if she can only make a nickle a fuck, what about
the high-class call girl who may earn from $50 to $100 a
trick? Doesn't her vocation at least bring with it a measure
of economic and sexual independence denied most women?
Talking with call girls in Manhattan quickly dispelled the
illusion that a hooker's earnings bought her liberation. As
the conversations unfolded, it soon became apparent that
high-class hookers are exploited as rigorously (if more subtly) as any street walker. For one thing, a considerable part
of a hooker's earnings is, as a rule, siphoned off by pimps,
drugs or rampant consumerism that is destructive of much
more than the bank account. Moreover, as her youth and
beauty fade (and often they disappear early because of a
strong tendency towards drugs and alcoholism), the money
stip can command diminishes rapidly. There is, of course,
no job security—certainly no job protection, pensions or
other fringe benefits. Other hazards include a high rate of
venereal disease as well as danger from clients who may be
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psychopaths. I'he movie "Khite" could well be a documentary of a berserk John attempting to murder a hooker.
It happens, as do beatings and kidnappings.
Beyond these drawbacks, prostitutes rarely emerge psychologically unscathed. While attitudes toward them may
have eased somewhat, hookers never gained real social
acceptabiUty—the inaUenable right of the housewife. Moreover, a hooker's self-image as a woman suffers from the
worst female stereotypes: submissive, in need of male protection, a heavy preoccupation with material goods, fit only
for a fuck. And the stigma of prostitution reinforces this
image by confining most hookers to the very narrow social
mileu of other hookers, pimps and general "criminal" types.
Few break out of this syndrome.
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OLITICALLY AND SEXUALLY THE HOOKER is at

the

mercy of ma.sculine overlords. Pimps often control
the hookers and the profits; Johns, or clients, demand their services—often odious; male police and
male judges arrest the women and sentence them to prison;
male legislators make the laws which condemn them. While
many hookers tacitly .support this system (many feel they
want pimps and prefer that prostitution remain illegal to
keep the prices up), most often it is their economic dilemma
coupled with the psychologically damaging belief that they
are not fit for anything else that keeps them in prostitution
and unconscious of how they are used.

The dozen or so hookers I spoke with, ranging from
high-priced call girls to streetwalkers on heroin, became
hookers and continued as .such for a variety of reasons.
Most disliked the work but few disliked the money—or
more accurately, .saw little chance of earning a comparable
income in a more "respectable" profession. That some of
them honestly believed prostitution offered them more
personal freedom than did working as a nine-to-five drudge
in a department store is eloquent testimony to the degree
to which women lack control over the forces that shape
their opportunities and their lives.
While I spoke with many hookers, I have narrowed tny
scope to four women—one of them a madame—because
I, as a woman, was more interested in their individual lives
as women and as hookers, than in making a vast survey of
that profession. I hasten to point out that these women are
not always typical, if there is such a thing as a typical
hooker. For one thing, none of them had pimps when I
interviewed them. Prostitutes with pimps who worked the
theater district in Manhattan universally rebuffed all my
attempts to interview them.
But, between the women I did speak with and myself,
a rapport of honest disclosure, mutual respect and sympathy grew out of our talks. Put simply, I liked them. Meet
four hookers.

O

N THE NINETEENTH FLOOR OF A LUXURIOUS u p p e r

I eastside apartment house, the late afternoon sun
' spills in through the Venetian blinds, forming a
tessellated patchwork of warm colors on the parquet floors. A tree-sized Dracaena cane plant looms over the
large living room that gives the aura of a Florida room.
The two-bedroom, $500-a-month apartment is a whore

house catering to New York business men. After hours it
is the residence of the madame in charge.
Clare is an ex-prostitute who hurdled the breach of middle age by turning proprietor of a thriving and lucrative
business. A grandmother in her sixties, she was all the more
remarkable for being a tardy entrant to prostitution at the
age of 38, a widow after her second marriage and the
mother of two grown-up sons. She was naive, she maintains, before her hooking days, but curious about the
"other" side of life.
A gifted story teller, Clare is happy to volunteer her incongruous background, delighting in the paradox. In a
husky, grufT voice—recognizable anywhere—that mixes her
native Southwest twang with the static of bronchial congestion that presages emphysema, she reports, "I came
from a very strict Baptist family . . . one of 1 3 children. If
you took a cigarette you were a disgrace to the whole family." (She is a chain smoker now.) "It was walk the chalk
when I was a girl and during my marriages it was the
same thing. So when I got out on my own after my husband
died, I just went hog wild."
*
She maintains hooking was something she "slipped into."
Later she polished up her act. She was something special
then, classy; and she for one was proud of her work. There
were more than economic rewards: "I adored it," she says
quickly, "every minute of it. It's the most fun I ever had
in my whole life."
In her nostalgia for the good old supper club evening
tricks in the 1940s she is reminiscent of a Hollywood hasbeen. But she departs from that cliche with her humor and
near parodying of herself: "Oh, I was a helluva broad . . .
elegant, I turned them on with my long blonde hair, and
with my long fingernails which I still have, and with my
boobs—I'll tell you, I was just like an IBM machine—the
way 1 walked and spoke, everything smooth and clicking,
and it followed me right into the bedroom."
The Clare of today still has hair down to her waist, but
it is gray. She wears it tied up in brightly colored yarn,
the same frippery echoed rather ludicrously on the forelock
of her miniature lapdog. She wears no makeup on her
freckled face save lipstick (worn a la loan Crawford), and
her one vanity is her exquisitely manicured nails. She is
raucous, bawdy, and flamboyant; and hookers and clients
alike dawdle at her dinette table to hear stories of being
kidnapped by Bonnie and Clyde (attested to by a yellow,
dog-eared clipping from a now defunct western newspaper)
or of old tricks. She tells crude, corny jokes, but she draws
laughs and customers regularly. "What's the difference between a young prostitute and an old prostitute?" she barks
at a client. "A young prostitute uses vaseline; an old one
usespolygrip!"

T

HE

ENTERTAINING

MADAME

IS CONCERNED

that

Others recognize her uniqueness, that they not
lump her together with other madames whom she
regards with loathing. "They're vicious; they're
mean to the girls and they abuse them. I'm afraid of them,
to tell you the truth," she confesses. Her own lack of callousness, she explains, is because she started hooking late
in life—after a "normal" life as wife and mother. Otherwise she'd be "chewing nails," she speculates. One prostitute
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"I'm never alone
except when I get
into bed at night."

who works for Clare dilTcrentiates her Iroin oihcr niadanies
by attributing a maternal instinct to her in her relationships
with "her girls." But the niadanic denies such sensibilities:
"I don't want no mother instinct," she insists. ".Sure, 1 offer
the girls good advice when they need it. hut I can't afford
to get involved with their problems." .She will help out a
hooker who is broke by letting her have an exclusive on
working until she has earned what she wishes.
Without doubt, it i\ a business with Clare. Her high rent
is more than justified by her earnings, at a minimum $600
every few days, tax free. The price of a trick—anywhere
from $35 to $70 if she can get it—is divided equally with
the hookers whom she calls in to work when they are
needed. She is constantly looking for new girls—a replenished variety keeps her .Johns happy—usually finding them
through other hookers. She eliminates "troublesome" or
aging hookers simply by not calling them in to work.
Troublesome girls (as opposed to those who don't look
or talk right) are those whom she accuses of stealing from
her by giving the client the hooker's home telephone to bypass Clare altogether, or by not sharing tips received in the
privacy of the bedroom. Clare strikes an economic martyr's
pose when questioned about the justice of dividing a trick
equally since the hooker seems to do all the work. She justifies her equal share by pointing out that she is providing
a clean, respectable place with a gentlemanly clientele who
have been coming to her for years.
To insure against detection from the police Clare pays
off the doorman and the building manager (the owners are
oblivious). Every two or three years, she changes apartments and telephones, and in the process she drops clients
whose business she no longer wants (cither because they
show violent tendencies or because they were paying too
little money). It can be a dangerous business getting rid of a

(i
ii' always go to the police. Clare must always
keep on liu riyht side of these men, and so far she has managed to keep her business going without arrest. But she
admits there ha\e been some close calls.
Once oLitside the realm of business concerns, Clare's
attitudes towartis prostitution are muddled with anachronistic morality, class prejudices, and double standards. She
maintains, for example, that the good or bad of prostitution
depends solely on the girl herself—her self-respect and
background—something of an oversimplification. "If you
keep in good company, then you will have a nice clientele.
I have only associated with gentlemen," she brags. "You've
got to be able to pick out something in your own class."
She insists that she "never did do anything trampy" when
she was a high-class "broad," and that her list of clients
was stLidded with such "gentlemanly" stars as P. T. Barnum,
George F. Kaufman, Frank Lovejoy and Ed Begley. Clare
is at pains to differentiate herself from "the others" and
even from the girls who work for her.
The problem with her reasoning when applied to her
employees is that it is Clare herself who screens the customers—and some of the clients do indeed ask the girls
to do things that might pass for "tramp," if not "kinky."
It only underscores her often bewildering double standard
about prostitution: on the one hand she idealizes her own
experience as a hooker: it was an exciting, even liberating
way to escape the boredom of a sequestered life in Oklahoma. On the other hand she will admonish to no one in
particular. "If you haven't started hooking, don't start—
it's a habit-forming thing and very difficult to get out of
because you get lazy and your mind is strictly on money."
(he hooker, she sums up simply, "forgets the finer things
in lite and is ruined for men because she sees only the one
side of tiieni."
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Her own life, she complains, affords her no privacy,
consumed as it is with the business of prostitution to the
exclusion of everything else. "Everytime the doorbell rings,
I know what it is—fuck and suck! Everytime the phone
rings, it's fuck and suck! I'm never alone except when I
get into bed at night." A vivid image of the tired madame
letting down her long gray hair after a long day, talking to
her infinitesimally small dog, came into my mind—and,
of the loneliness.
She has no friends outside her business, she claims, because she cannot "afford them." They could easily blow her
scene. She speaks of her boredom with "the same old talk
of prostitutes"—infections, money problems and pimps.
The latter she calls "pimples" at every punning opportunity,
for she considers them parasites. "I get tired of listening
to it, honey," she intones. But, in the same breath she
bounces back with gentle mockery, "But then, if you think
about your family, it's just as boring. You've got to listen
to all those squares talk to you."
The overriding impression of this woman, as compared
to other prostitutes less than half her age, is that she does
all right, despite the drawbacks of the trade. Her humor,
and of course the money, keep her going.

ARK-EYED, OLIVE-SKINNEH LAURIE calls herself a
I "strictly business"' hooker. Her taut features and
' high-pitched voice reflect a nervous nature. She
is pretty, but hard-edged. She wears a stiff, bouffant-style blonde wig. It's tidy, but overblown for her small
face and incongruous with her dark coloring. I met her at
Clare's and she readily agreed to an interview. It is something of a confession for her, a ritual offering of her sadnesses. She gives her age as "23 going on 90." She admits
she lies to customers about her age, adding 3 or 4 years to
her age because she looks it. Laurie is a hard-luck hooker.
Her life is a case history of misfortune and pain. Her
mother abandoned her as a child, leaving her in the care
of a stepfather who repeatedly raped her. Periodically her
iDcther returned, only to leave again in the company of a
boyfriend. "I used to worship her." Laurie says bitterly,
"but 1 know now she's a dirty, lazy slut, and I hate her."
The early traumas were followed by two pre-pubescent
nervous breakdowns: "I had terrible illusions . . . ah, delusions, and they thought they'd have to put me in the
funny farm for good, but shock treatment helped." At 13
she left home. Since then she has spent five years in prison,
has attempted suicide several times (her wrists bear mute
testimony to this), has been pregnant three times, each
terminating in miscarriages that followed violent beatings
by different pimps—twice leaving her nearly dead. And
she herself attempted to murder a pimp when, she says,
"he pushed me to the point where I couldn't stand it no
more and I lost control of myself." She claims her whole
rnind blacks out on these occasions. There are warrants
out for her arrest in two states even now.
When I interviewed her, she had only recently run away
from her third pimp because of a beating. Her remarks
about pimps were echoed by many prostitutes. "I've been

D

through it with pimps. They've beaten me with coat hangers,
fists, with damn near everything. I don't have anything
now. The pimps I was with walked away with cars, money,
furniture, with everything I ever made. If I hadn't had a
pimp, I wouldn't have to want for nothing. I could be havin'
a lot of money in the bank today, a beautiful apartment—
have what I needed if it wasn't for my own stupidity." She
berates herself over and over, calling herself "the biggest
fool that ever lived."
Laurie explains her penchant for pimps with disarming
simplicity: it grew out of her overriding need for love. "In
the beginning, you look for love, right? I never had love
from anyone. So the first man who comes along treats you
like a queen, sweet-talks you and says he wants to marry
you and buy you a house . . . you fall for this and say
'this is what I want.' " She shakes her head. "I'm weakminded; I'm very weak because I want love and understanding. If I had that, that's all I want."
While Laurie is emotionally unstable with pimp-boyfriends, she is a disciplined hooker. The irony with Laurie
is the care and fastidiousness she devotes to her body when
she is working. Many hookers neglect their bodies, contracting innumerable complaints and illnesses beyond the
obvious venereal diseases. Religiously, Laurie visits a doctor
once a week to make sure she's not infected. "If you're
making the money," she exhorts, "there's no sense in not going for checkups. If you care enough about yourself, you'll
do it, because," she says as she pats her mound beneath the
flimsy wrap-around mini she lounges in between tricks, "this
is my pride; this is my joy, and this is my money."

HE WAS A WEALTH OF INFORMATION on the professional hygienic secrets of hooking—methods other
hookers were often woefully ignorant of. She checks
each client for the clap by a process she called
"milking." This entails squeezing and pressing the male
organ behind the scrotum and continuing the pressure all
the way up to the head of the penis. If the man has the clap,
she explains clinically, pus will emerge. She swabs the inside
of her vagina with a towel after each trick, douching only
once at the end of an evening; there is little time to do it
more often and it is bad for the vaginal walls.
Laurie's cat-like daintiness extends to her customers.
She insists that she be allowed to wash a man whom she is
about to sleep with—even within the polished confines of
Clare's establishment. "With me it's none of this 'you go
into the bathroom like a grown boy and wash yourself
stuff, 'cause they don't do it. They'll sprinkle a little water
and say they're clean," she says contemptuously, "but
they're not." It's hot water and soap with Laurie and she
maintains that it is indeed necessary: Some places I've
worked, some guys will come in real cruddy, you know,
their penis hasn't been clean for weeks. They call it
'cheese,' " she says graphically, wriggling up her nose.

S

Following her clinical ministrations, she magically clicks
on the role of a John's "long lost lover." That's part of
being a hooker: "You have to act like you're in love with
them and tell them how good it is." It is far from good.
She has "grown into the habit" of going to bed with a man
without having orgasms. "I have no sensation or feeling, no
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nothing; I just go with the movement and that's all." Unlike some hookers, Laurie is not, in fact, perennially frigid
(Clare confessed to this). She admits to "feeling good"
on those exceedingly rare instances when she comes across
a good lover. "Most of them make me sick, though," she
says. And then philosophically. "Most Johns have a nasty
attitude about sex; they abuse it. You know, sex is beautiful when it's used right."
But she has seen sex under a prism of distortion. It is a
commodity. The client she had slept with immediately
prior to my arrival disgusted her—"It's the way he was
slobbering all over you, and wanting to stick his tongue
all the way down your mouth till you want to vomit. And
then he wants to eat your flowers—go down on you—and
I don't usually mind, but he was rough and you can feel
his teeth." And this was just a regular John, yet it still
turned her off. When the magic act of flattery in bed is
finished, hookers reveal their widespread alienation from
the consumers who use their services.
Her contempt for Johns is somewhat shaped by the nature of the sexual needs they bring to the hooker, but don't
dare manifest to their wives. "They don't want their wives
to know they're cold freaks," she explains. "They bring
their sex hang-ups to us." What are they? Without a trace
of embarrassment, Laurie catalogued the hidden desires of
clients which justified for her the generic name of "cold
freak."
"A lot of men like to be intercoursed in the rectum by
a dildo or candle. They like to be licked at their ass—
which I won't do," she added vehemently. "I don't care
one damn bit about their dirty ass . . . make me stick my
mouth up their ass, no sir." And then there are the masochists who want to be tortured, abused, tied up. Laurie
doesn't mind that part at all, but points out that "sometimes
it gets to be ridiculous and you're scared to death you might
damage some part of their body—but this is what they
want."
The most grotesque story she told was set in a cheap
$10-minimum house she used to work for. This particular
John, however, was a $100 trick. Initially, the six-foot
stocky man asked Laurie to hang him out of an upperstory window tied by his feet. She says she refused: "I
said, 'Shit, I'm not killin' you and going to jail.' "
His alternative plan, however, was hardly less incredible,
as it called for gruesome sexual abuse. "He loved torture;
he was strictly pain," she began. Following the blueprint
of his instructions, she tied his feet and hands to the bed
posts securely. The accoutrements to his unnatural pleasures included a sinister skein of wire which he ordered
Laurie to tie as tight as she could around his penis—"I
don't know how he could stand it," she said shaking her
head in disbelief. "Then I had to pull the wire cord with his
penis in it and stretch it like a rubber ball and tie it to the
rope around his feet. I also had to put clip-on earrings on
his titties—you know, the long dangly kind, and then snatch
them off real hard so it pinched him." He also ordered her
to squash his testicles—"pinch them as hard as I could,
strictly pain."
The second installment, as planned, called for Laurie's
temporary departure to turn another trick, leaving her
cold freak in the room, tied up and struggling. "This is

just what he wants, you see, and when 1 finished with the
second, I'd have to come back to the freak and sit on his
face. Do you believe it," she queried, her voice rising,
"while he's laying there, I'd sit on him and he'd eat the
other man's come from me." Following this, she untied
him and he masturbated. Intercourse was never called for.
"Screwing wasn't involved, 'cause his penis wouldn't get
hard. All the gristle and shit in his penis was gone," she
said with disgust, "damaged from being stretched so much
. . . it was just like a dead banana."
And over and over again, like a church litany, Laurie
asserts that she is only in it for the money and does not
like the work itself. The sex itself is distasteful; it is a job,
not a labor of love. The worker in this case truly becomes
alienated from the product. Laurie said that even with
her current boyfriend, who she claimed turned her on at
times and was good in bed, she often found herself begging him not to touch her, finding all kinds of lies and
excuses to avoid further sexual performance. "Being around
men so much gets you sick of them," she confided, "and
you say, "Aw shit. I don't want to be bothered with another
man. Fuck it; I don't want to be a prostitute and to hell
with the money.' "
But when you ask Laurie why she doesn't quit and try
something else, she answers miserably that she is unfit for
anything else: " 'Once a prostitute, always a prostitute,'
and believe me, that's the truth!" Once she tried to go
"straight" as a bar maid, earning $56 for one week's work.
But the knowledge of her earning power as a hooker made
the saloon job short lived. "I tried, I really did," she apologizes, "but I can't live off of that after being used to making
as much as $500 a week. It's just impossible."
Not just the money, but the whole life style is difficult
to break out of. "You get used to just laying around after
you get off from work, and you're used to doing what you
want to do—go to bed, sleep all day, all night, whatever;
you just do it. Or you party day and night. And after so
many years of just doin' this and then thinking about
punching a card and getting up at six o'clock in the morning, and standing on your feet all day, you say you just
can't do it. You can forget it."
Laurie, who worked in a shoe factory briefly before becoming a hooker, finds it easier to sell the commodity of
her body than to face hours of regimented, underpaid,
meaningless, unskilled labor. Unfortunately, she is boxed
in by an unsatisfactory alternative. Her dilemma about
hooking—the money versus her own revulsion—is shared
by many prostitutes. Broke again now, Laurie asserts she
would try her "damndest to stick to a regular job," if, that is,
she has a lot of money to bankroll the changeover. But
then, all the prostitutes I spoke to were going to quit after
a while.
For all her dislike of prostitution, and by extension, herself, far more of her contempt is reserved for the Johns
who pay her; "I'll always say it; Johns are fools. They're
just suckers to me. I know I'm a prostitute," she says defiantly. "I take their money, but if they're fool enough to
give, I'm fool enough to accept. I'll accept anything as far
as money and material things are concerned that do me
good." Why are lohns fools? Her answer was devastating:
"They're bigger fools than us because I feel as though any
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man could get any woman they want for a girlfriend if
they tried hard enough—and I mean decent girls (not that
we aren't; we're a different class than street whores). And
if they only made an effort with a girl, they wouldn't have
to come here and pay for it." Why hasn't she been able to
win a love for herself? "All my life," she sighs fatalistically,
"I've known the wrong people."

T WAS A SUBLIME COMBINATION of boredom, sexual
curiosity a la "Belle du Jour," and temporary pecuniary distress which led willowy 21-year-old Janette
to play hookey from college for hooking in the city.
She is the opposite in every respect from the stereotyped
vision of a brassy prostitute. She looks like the perfect
contemporary ingenue—a Life portrait of the ideal flower
child. Tall and sinewy, a shy doe of a girl, she has long
thick brown hair, a scrubbed freckled face with soft brown
eyes and a baby-bud mouth.
Janette's background is as unlikely as her appearance
in the hard-edged world of hooking: she is the only daughter of upper-middle class, suburban New York parents.
She described her engineer father as "straight, conservative
and completely Republican." Her childhood was apparently
normal and uneventful, wiled away in public schools and

I

private summer camps. For two years she attended a women's college in the Midwest, later transferring to a coeducational university in New England and majoring in biological sciences.
For a year or so she lived the double life as coed and
hooker, finally leaving school permanently to live and work
in New York at her new profession. What led her to try
it in the first place? "I had always been very curious about
hooking, always had fantasies about being a whore and
sleeping with older men. And of course it was a way of
making money, but I wouldn't have done it just for that
reason," she asserts. "That I want to make perfectly clear."
Although she had not been a virgin since she was 17, she
found college boys sexually tedious, too much the same.
"Hooking seemed to me to be a nice way to sleep with a
whole bunch of people and to experiment sexually. I
couldn't do that with the guys back home; they just didn't
satisfy me that much."
Initially she saw her new role as a "goof." She began by
enlisting a "friend-of-a-friend" to direct clients her way for
a healthy percentage of the first date. For these dates,
Janette was usually earning $100 an evening. While she
found her first week during a spring vacation awkward and
trying—pointedly complaining of one "hideously ugly old
man" with an oversized member that aroused in her nothing
but pain and repugnance—she later found prostitution rewarding in unlooked-for ways. "To put it simply, I had
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orgasms—real ones, and that is why I continued with hooking. I got so much more satisfaction out of doing tricks
than with the guys at home. I never woLild have thought
beforehand that hooking would be the way to have orgasms
all day," she chuckles. "My fantasies about being a whore
were limited to experiencing different kinds of men—not to
having orgasms with them." The orgasm for Janette proved
a surprise dividend. In experiencing orgasm, particularly in
her work, she is a rarity among hookers.
Her attitude also differs from that of most hookers. She
has none of Clare's professional pride in doing a job well;
she's indifferent if she pleased someone or not. Nor does
she hold Laurie's business-is-business view, although she
often portrays a roseate—even cavalier—existence of sexual
pleasure that is not always consistent with other parts of
her narrative.
But it is true that this unorthodox co-ed often malingered
in the dalliance of the bedroom to seek her own sexual
fulfillment. "I never slept with a guy where I would have
to satisfy him or do what he wanted," she bragged. "They
would always ask me what / wanted and I would usually
tell them to eat me until I came, and they actually satisfied
me even thoiigh it look a long time to make me happy.
Then after 1 came, they'd usually fuck me real fast. It's
really very different from what most whores do," she
offered philosophically. True enough, as I found from my
interviews: without being too obvious, most prostitutes are

intent on making a client ejaculate as quickly as possible.
Personal pleasure-seeking would be viewed by them as a
bad business practice, even if possible,

F

URTHER CONVERSATION WITH Janette revealed that
she is guilty of hyperbole in maintaining she always received satisfaction from tricks. She tells
numerous stories of clients whose demands yielded
little room for her own sexual enjoyment. Sometimes there
was no sex at all. One such case afforded her much amusement however. She describes the client as 27 years old,
rich, a bachelor and Jewish. Little in the way of work was
required by the client, who offered Janette a glass of wine,
her choice of stereo music and a comfortable seat in a
velvet wing-backed chair. "This guy was into a masterslave thing and you did not even have to take off your
clothes—just sit there sipping your wine and ordering him
to fuck something—anything at all." The object of the
game (during which she was not required to so much as
remove her clothes) was to abuse him verbally, urging him
to climax. For each time he ejaculated, he paid her $25.
"Once I told him to fuck the TV screen," she reminisces,
"but to wait till the picture came on before he came. Another time 1 told him to fuck his fleece-lined slipper." It
amused Janete "to think of him getting it dirty like that."
Like other hookers. Janette relishes the telling of stories
of sensational tricks. Part of this is to please me, the inter-
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viewer, but she, like other hookers 1 spoke to, has a predilection for John stories which make them out to be
creepy while enhancing her own prestige.
The money she has earned is secondary to the "trip."
When she was working, she was earning as much as $1500
a week, seeing four or five Johns a day. Questioning Janette
as to where her earnings went produces a shrug and a response that she spent it on clothes, psychedelic drugs, or
simply gave it away to friends. "I had no reason to save
money," she says in explanation of her having no money
today, "and furthermore, it seemed like it was ridiculous for
them to pay me for something I would do anyway. I mean,
I never had to earn it." Hers is a Puritan ethic in reverse:
the money means nothing because it didn't involve "work"
—i.e., she didn't deserve the money. Other hookers also
displayed the easy-come-easy-go approach to the money
they earned selling their bodies. Moreover, blowing money
often provides hookers with a simple reward system that
releases them from the tension and latent guilt of working
as a prostitute.
Janette's carelessness about money was echoed in her
lack of concern about hygiene. She admits that she never
checked clients for venereal disease, or washed them. Her
hypothesis is that most clients are married and therefore
clean. As a result of her neglect, she has had a nagging and
irritating low-grade venereal infection of one kind or another for the duration of the time she has worked. Currently, she has stopped hooking; one of the reasons she
offers is the constant infection, and the other is her final disillusion and boredom with the whole life style.
Working at a "straight" job, she is refusing to go back
to prostitution despite her claims of poverty. One suspects
she is afraid of prostitution becoming her whole life. "It
was nice for a while to spend all afternoon just coming,"
she says wistfully, "but it makes for a very boring existence. It tires you out and you don't have the energy or
desire to do anything but spend all day in bed sleeping;
you're just too wasted to do anything, and it makes you
half a person."
Janette may have been lazy about her work. But Clare,
for whom Janette worked on those occasions when she
wanted to meet new men, says of Janette that she is an
all-time winner at her house: "If they were all like her,
we'd be rich. She's a real nut for sex; she used to stay in
the bedroom for an hour and I'd have to go and get her
out of there. But the guys just loved her," she concludes.
Janette maintains her sex life has improved since she quit
hooking. "I don't sleep with so many people anymore so
it means more. I take my time to make sure it's nicer—
for him and for me . . . no more strange positions just for
the sake of being strange."

D

OWN ON THIRD AVENUE and Twelfth Street, it
I is light years away from Clare's airy apart' ment or Janette's littered loft. The northwest
corner in front of the tacky dinette and dingy
bar is populated day and night with drunks wandered offcourse from the Bowery, junkies on the nod and street

hookers also on heroin. Their pimps are often indistinguishable from the rest of the rag-tag army that loiters
there. The scruffy hotels where hookers take their clients
for $6 a room are found on the side streets. These hotels
and the pavements in front of them are often the scenes
of muggings, knifings and murders. Third and Twelfth is
reserved almost exclusively for black hookers, or for
those white hookers with black boyfriends or pimps. A
white prostitute attempting to break into the business
there is warned only once to move on to another block.
A subsequent visit has been known to land a contender
in Bellevue Hospital.
Lenora is a 22-year-old, Harlem-born mother of twoyear-old twin girls. She is a diminutive, wiry-limbed
street walker, who waits for tricks against cars and parking meters in a pink jersey mini-dress that highlights her
near black skin. Around her neck she wears an oversized rhinestone cross. Her dress is torn and stained in a
few places. Lenora married her childhood sweetheart when
she was 15 years old, but is now a widow; her husband
was killed in Vietnam in the spring of 1967. She was the
only girl in a family of 16 boys, raised by her grandmother. ("I went to church every Sunday and Tuesday
night when I was a kid. 'Course I didn't mind goin' when
I was younger 'cause they gives you money; but when
you get big, well then they don't give you the money to
go no more.")
The young widow's mother takes care of the twin
daughters when Lenora is working. She hedges when you
ask her if her mother knows what she does for a living:
"No, I tell her I be in the street, you know, outside. I
mean I'm grown. She won't bother me just as long as I
take care of my kids. It's not no every day thing with me,"
she quickly adds. "I work when 1 want to work." She has
only herself and her two girls to support and has never
had a pimp: "I don't believe in giving no man no money.
They don't take half your money; they take all." She has,
however, a different kind of silent partner—junk. Her
habit is currently costing her only $30 a day as she recently kicked after 28 days in the hospital. At other times,
her habit has cost her upwards of $60.
Lenora's hustling actually began before she became a
junkie: she was 17 and still living with her engineering
student husband. Unbeknown to her husband, she would
hustle occasionally for something special, like a new dress.
"He woulda killed me if he knew," she half sighs, half
laughs. "He woulda given me anything I want, but I didn't
want to ask him for it. When he'd see me in a new dress
and ask about the money, I'd lie and say I stole it." Stealing, she intimates, was more acceptable than hustling—the
latter she claims was infrequent in those days.
The bubble began to burst when the FBI broke down
the door of their apartment and took her husband away
for avoiding the draft—he had done it haphazardly. Lenora believes her husband never should have served, that
he was drafted because of racism. "Now excuse what I'm
going to say," she says shyly, "but they're quicker to draft
a black person than a whitey. My husband had rheumatic
fever ever since he was a child. He was always having to
take these big white pills every morning, but they felt as
though he was well enough and they said if he could play
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ball and everything, he was well enough to go in the service and get killed."
When the FBI agents broke in. Lenora physically assaulted them and was subsequently arrested. In court she
cursed and threatened to kill the judge, who in turn sentenced her to two weeks of observation at Rockland State
Hospital. According to Lenora, the two weeks dragged into
six months, because of her truculence before the judge on
each succeeding court appearance. "I called him a liar and
he say "order' and 1 said 'fuck order, why you gonna listen
to a white man and not to me!' They say I'm mentally
disturbed, but that judge just didn't listen to me, and it
made me mad and I kept on threatening the judge—and
you know, you gotla be crazy to threaten a judge," she says,
laughing at herself. "So they kept putting me away." Her
mother ultimately prevailed upon her to apologize and she
was released. "I don't kiss nobody's ass but I did that day.
You understand if I'd a done that in the beginning [ woulda
been free." I had private visions of a gagged and bound
Bobby Scale.
While imprisoned in the hospital, she received notice
that her husband had been shot and killed in the war. Her
reason for living almost ended. "I loved him more than I
loved my mother," she says in fevered tones. "He's the
only thing that ever meant something to me and when he
died I felt like I lost everything—which I did. Like if I
didn't have my kids, I'd wish I was dead too."

S

HE BiAMES THE GOVERNMENT for her husband's
death and sees the money they give her as their
way of trying to buy her off. "They can go to hell
with their money," she says with bruised anger.
"When they gave me the money, 1 just gave it to my
mother and let her put it in the bank for my kids. I don't
even want it; it's not going to bring him back." She prefers, she says, to come out in the street and hustle for
her money.
Bitter and grieving. Lenora pointedly took heroin with
a vengeance the very first day she was released from the
state hospital, the day of her last court appearance. She
was almost 19 at the time and overdosed so badly she
almost died—"OD-ing didn't stop me. I still got high."
She has been on junk ever since. Hooking has become
the necessary handmaiden to keep her habit going and to
provide an income to survive.
Like many others, Lenora discusses prostitution as a
lesser evil. She doesn't like it. but it beats any other realistic
way for her to make money. For her especially, hustling is
distasteful because of her children. "I feel bad about it; I
think anybody who feels anything would feel that way if
they got a kid. I don't want to be doing this all my life."
she says quietly, lowering her eyes for a moment. "Like my
kids is two years old and 1 don't want them to find out
what I'm doing, but it is quick money." Her sorties into the
straight job market as a typist were disastrous and ended
in dismissal because of her inability to take orders.
By hustling she avoids bosses and begging and is paid
between $10 and .$20 a trick. She has never enjoyed the
sex part of it, however, and from her other comments I
suspect she is frigid altogether. In large part this may be

attributable to the junk. The working part is unenjoyable
for her. She explains her attitude this way: "All I'm
thinkin' is hurry up. Once I get that money, I really don't
want to do nothing at all and I'm ready to leave, but
'course you can't do that."
But sometimes she does and I discover that while she
has pride and scruples about asking for handouts of one
sort or another, her moral code does not prevent her from
stealing from Johns. "Sure I rob them—whenever I get the
chance," she answers frankly. Does she hold them up or
try to sneak it, I ask her naively. "Anyway I can do it. I
try to be decent and sneak," she laughs, her shiny face
lit up at her witticism. Asked if she goes after money or
watches, she counters, "Money, 'course money, what can
I do with a watch. I take a watch only after I done took
everything else." Often she simply grabs a John's pants,
wallet and all, and sprints out the door, dropping off his
pants and empty wallet on her way downstairs. Miraculously, some of the customers she has robbed return to her.
"Some of them are just freaks for getting beat," she explains.
When she is not robbing a client and actually goes
through with a sexual act, Lenora is strict about what she
will do. Even where a John offers more, she will not, for
example, allow Johns to enter her anally: "I wasn't born
to fuck like that," she says angrily. Nor will she allow
a John to perform cunnilingus on her (other hookers
forbid this also, but they do so because it is too time consuming and a wasted effort; the girls rarely climax anyway,
they say) because she claims, "if a man eats you too much,
they can suck down your womb, and I'm too scared to let
a man do that. It messes up a woman's insides and her
womb can tilt or she can get sores."
As proof of her misinformation, she cites the case of
a fellow hooker who only recently permitted a John just
that; the outcome was disastrous; "He ate her so. he bit
the tip off of her clitoris." Her anger mounts at this aspect
of her trade and she slams the table in punctuation. "So
many men out here, you know they'd rather do that than
fuck you . . . suck suck suck, that's all they want to do; but
1 won't let them since I know about them sucking down
your womb."
Aside from the distasteful aspects of sex, as a street
hooker Lenora has to face the constant threat of an arrest.
On one occasion, however. Lenora defended herself in
court and the case against her was dismissed. Since the
arresting officer had actually gone to bed with her—she
testified that he wore red and white striped drawers—he
was guilty of complicity before the law.
But the danger and other disadvantages of hooking go
side by side with heroin at this point. Lenora claims she
has money in the bank but that she hasn't decided what
to do with it. She admits to feeling "disrespectful" hustling,
calls it "a very low life thing," but cannot escape the hanging out-heroin-hustling life style. Asking her if she aspires
to remarriage evokes her cynical answer that there is no
man "out there" whom she wants, and if there were one,
he could not put up with Lenora. Moreover, "I don't like
sex much; it's not on my mind. I have a lot of male friends
—I don't like women much—but I don't like to sleep
with them."
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The only other life she has is with her children whom
she clearly loves very much. Sadly her own life and history
may carry out a generational pattern. She speaks, for example, of having to whip one of her toddling twin daughters
because that one is simply bad. "But you don't understand," she says when I talk of the bad effects of beating
children. "My bad girl isn't dumb like you and I was when
we were kids; she's the devil and she got to mind." And
she reminds you that her 16 older brothers beat her frequently. Tragically the cycle is perpetuated.

D

URING THE COURSE OF MY INTERVIEWS, a number
of call girls generously offered me their "John
Book," playfully urgmg me to gain first-hand
knowledge of the subject. Certainly the idea of
doing so had crossed my mind, but 1 rejected it. It was not
in keeping with my own philosophical commitment to
sexual freedom. Moreover, I did not feel a serious lack
of verisimilitude in my reporting—far from it, I felt that
my sex increased the odds for truth because I could not
be viewed as a potential customer. I had always felt there
was a false note in the accounts of Henry Miller, for example, when he wrote of whores in his own self-congratulatory bravado. I found myself silently screaming at him,
"Bully for you, so the whores love you and you get it for
free; big deal, you still don't know their private vision."
Furthermore, while harboring a commitment to involved
journalism (as opposed to the great American myth of
objective reporting), the idea of doing a George Plimptonon-the-job-reportage-number seemed absurd in the case of
prostitution, where backgrounds and life styles seem inseparable from the profession.
With all these thoughts firmly imprinted upon my conscious mind, 1 nevertheless found myself turning a trick at
Clare's. The circumstances were these; on one of my
visits I was introduced to a John who was distinguished
from her otherwise one-dimensional clientele by being
young, urbane and marked with modish good looks. He
was a charmer, in fact. He and two hookers teased me for
never having fucked for money. The John was mockingly
incredulous; "You mean you've never even done it for a
trip or presents, let alone money?" Feeling playful. I
answered with joking coyness, "I wouldn't mind if they
were all as cute as you." Well why didn't 1, they dared.
He woidd be honored to be my first trick, he offered
cavalierly. It would help my reporting, they chorused. A
flip remark of mine took on the aura of a nun's, vows. I
said 1 would think about it and went home to ponder an
indulgence or flight of fancy masquerading as research,
with Janette's words doing a replay in my head: "I would
have slept with them anyway."
On the appointed day I scrubbed my privates in the
shower and dressed with all the nervousness of a 1950s
high school bunny on her way to the senior prom. I
smoked a joint in the manner of some ancient fedayee
who toked his hash for courage in the name of Allah
before he went into battle. At Clare's, after drinking coffee
and conversing in a manner embarrassingly close to the
slick banalities of a singles' bar, Clare chased my John

and me into the bedroom, dropping off two towels and
backing out as unobtrusively as Cleopatra's Nubian handmaiden.
It was just a bedroom, the bed made up with brilliant
daffodil sheets, but both of us scrupulously avoided looking
at the bed for some reason as we snuggled and groped like
two awkward adolescents in the middle of the floor. The
John, a photographer in his thirties, had frequented Clare's
for years as a means of being faithful to his wife. (Some
faith!) He was most assured with hookers, but less so
with a journalist. Seemingly reluctant to make a move
towards the bed. the John's patina of suavity and charm
began to diminish and 1 suddenly had the feeling I was in
a bedroom with a nervous novice.
Such proved not the case. 1 am happy to relate. His
magnificent pre-coitus attentions were of a pre-industrial
era; slow and deliberately aesthetic, sensitive and with just
the right mixture of exploration, crafted with the highly
trained fingertips and mouth of a master who had paid his
dues, first as apprentice and then as journeyman. No instant or so-called spontaneous artist he. My decision seemed
amply justified in the stunning pleasure I derived with
Clare's client in Clare's whorehouse.
The only blights on our pleasure was my anxiety about
taking too much time (there are only two bedrooms and
the efficient madame had told me that the day was going
to be a busy one), and a few anal retentive gnawings that
we would sully the sheets and mattress with seminal fluids.
We had already lorn the bed apart; the rubber safety sheet
lay in a cmr-;pled mass on the floor. Laurie once told me
that a gir! who messed up the sheets was a sloppy and unprofessional hooker.
Lovely, lovely. 1 thought as we later emerged from the
bedroom. He kissed me goodbye, graciously sounding my
praises to a beaming Clare. I floated to her table and joined
iwo new Johns and the other women for a cup of coffee.
1 hardly noticed the new clients—lost and still glowing from
ivpasm. Suddenly. I heard myself addressed by one of the
Johns. I looked up and saw patmch, shiny suit and horned
rimmed glasses on a doughy face. Omigod, he's asking me
to go into the bedroom with him—with him! I stuttered
my refusal with Clare's assisting explanation that I was not
working. "But didn't I just see her come out of the bedroom with that guy?" the bespectacled John asked, slightly
outraged. The other hookers urged me to go with him, but
I was adamant. The whole idea of going to bed again with
anyone save my John was at that moment most repulsive.
And this man was flaccid, gross and wore an American flag
pin in his lapel—a complete turn-off.
One of the hookers chided me. "But you see, that's the
point; your research is unreal . . . you do not have the
right to refLise. You don't have that kind of freedom of
choice." Had I any vestigial doubts, she had dispelled them.
The full implications were clear. I took my $25 from Clare;
red-faced I bolted for the door. Hi-ho the phony hooker.
The following day I somehow managed to blow the money
on a huge and ridicLilous plant with furry leaves for an
apartment I did not even live in.
Kate Coleman, formerly with Newsweek, is a free-lance
writer now workini; witlj Video Free America.
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Behind the Cancer Campaign
N MAY 11, WHEN PRESIDENT NIXON dramatically
I announced his new $334 million-a-year "Cure
' Cancer Program," he mentioned with sadness
some past victims of the disease: his beloved
Aunt Elizabeth ("my mothers, I believe, favorite sister");
Robert Taft, the right-wing senator from Ohio; and John
Foster Dulles, father of the cold war. If the performance
was not as maudlin as the celebrated Checkers speech, it
was still filled with pious assurances that this Administration would do epic battle with this dread disease. Cancer
is a cruel affliction, but crueller by far are the ways in
which politicians can use it.
American politics operates at its best when fueled by
fear, and few things evoke a more universal fear in Americans than cancer. The word conjures up visions not just

O

of certain death, but of a slow, painful, lonely, and expensive death. So cancer is a natural for a major political
issue, and it is no surprise that members of Congress have
now seized the opportunity to take a forceful and courageous stand against malignancy. Soon the coffers of the
cancer research establishment will be stuffed to overflowing as the government attempts to apply, in Nixon's
words, "the same kind of concentrated effort that split
the atom and took man to the moon . . . toward conquering this dread disease." Yet for all the brave talk, it is
clear that the Cure Cancer Campaign and the money
given out to researchers are no more likely to solve the
cancer problem than cries of law and order and increased
budgets for police departments and the FBI will cut down
on the incidence of crime.
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